
Ormeau, 9 Edwards Place
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!

Perfectly positioned in a magnificent acreage enclave and presenting with a
plethora of options, you'll love the versatility and profit potential in this expansive
home! Offering a large main residence alongside a second dwelling and dual-
living or business provision, there is endless opportunity to renovate capturing
superb profit or the creation of your own acreage haven.

A circular driveway and sweeping verandahs exude immediate warmth and
hospitality, offering the ideal setting in which to live that acreage dream.
Presenting with an expansive floor plan, the interior offers excellent space and
versatility with a setting perfect for those seeking to renovate to their own design.
Separated into formal and informal living there is a massive formal dining and
huge lounge as well as a large family room all ready to be utilized as you see fit.
The kitchen is ready for immediate use whilst also offering the space for a
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magnificent modern upgrade.

The expansive verandah offers great alfresco space in which to enjoy
overlooking your private haven, wrapping around the entire home so there are
multiple points of access from all bedrooms and living spaces. There is endless
acreage in which for children and pets to explore with a tropical inspired in-
ground swimming pool and spa also on offer.

Additional features of the main residence include three built-in bedrooms and
two large bathrooms; the master including an ensuite.

Bringing superb versatility to cater to dual-living requirements, home based
businesses or even extending rental income is another large dwelling offering
separate living of its own accord with a subtle connection to the main residence.
Inside is a massive open-plan zone currently accommodating huge lounge,
living, dining and a small kitchen with a separate bedroom and bathroom also
on offer.

Additional features of the property include storage rooms, accommodation for
differing vehicles, side access, tropical pond, solar electricity and massive 30m x
8m shed.

With a highly desirable 5270m2 parcel of land, there is superb opportunity for you
to transform this residence in a myriad of ways. A location to love, the lifestyle
perks are numerous! Enjoy creating your own acreage haven whilst also being
comfortable in the knowledge that a huge range of amenities are just a short
drive away including schooling, shopping and major transport corridors.
Representing an exceptional opportunity for those seeking acreage tranquility
whilst also wanting to stamp their own mark, this is one not to be missed!

- 5270m2
- Expansive renovator's dream with dual-living or business opportunity
- Side access
- Tropical pond
- Massive 30m x 8m shed
- Resort-inspired in-ground swimming pool and spa

Main Residence:
- Formal and informal zones and multiple living areas.
- Ready to use kitchen with good base for modern upgrade
- Three built-in bedrooms; master including ensuite
- Large family bathroom
- Colossal laundry
- Wrap-around verandah with acreage outlook
- Solar electricity

Second dwelling:
- Massive open-plan living, lounge and dining with small kitchen
- Built-in bedroom with adjacent bathroom
- Covered alfresco verandah
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- Utility room, garage and store room

More About this Property

Property ID 1TJ3GWH
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type AcreageSemi-rural
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 5270 m²
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